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Abstract
We first show how, from the general 3rd order ODE of the form z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s),
one can construct a natural Lorentzian conformal metric on the four-dimensional
space (z, z′, z′′, s). When the function F (z, z′, z′′, s) satisfies a special differen-
tial condition the conformal metric possesses a conformal Killing field, ξ = ∂/∂s,
which in turn, allows the conformal metric to be mapped into a three dimen-
sional Lorentzian metric on the space (z, z′, z′′) or equivalently, on the space of
solutions of the original differential equation. This construction is then gener-
alized to the pair of differential equations, zss = S(z, zs, zt, zst, s, t) and ztt =
T (z, zs, zt, zst, s, t), with zs and zt the derivatives of z with respect to s and t. In
this case, from S and T, one can again, in a natural manner, construct a Lorentzian
conformal metric on the six dimensional space (z, zs, zt, zst, s, t).When the S and
T satisfy differential conditions analogous to those of the 3rd order ode, the 6-
space then possesses a pair of conformal Killing fields, ξ = ∂/∂s and η = ∂/∂t
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which allows, via the mapping to the four-space of (z, zs, zt, zst) and a choice of
conformal factor, the construction of a four-dimensional Lorentzian metric. In
fact all four- dimensional Lorentzian metrics can be constructed in this manner.
This construction, with further conditions on S and T, thus includes all (local)
solutions of the Einstein equations.
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I. Introduction
For the last 10 or so years we have been developing and studying a re-
formulation of General Relativity where the primary objects of study are
families of 3-dimensional surfaces in a 4-space. They are used to define a
conformal Lorentzian metric via the requirement that the surfaces be null
or characteristic surfaces of that conformal metric; with, in addition, the
choice of a conformal factor to make the conformal metric into an Einstein
metric. From this point of view the metric tensor is a derived concept and
the Einstein equations appear as equations for the surfaces and the confor-
mal factor. In this study it had on occasion been useful to simplify some
of the equations by assuming we were studying conformal geometry in a
three-dimensional Lorentzian manifold. Much to our surprise, we recently
discovered that this 3-dimensional problem - with a totally different moti-
vation - had been studied in some classical papers by Cartan and Chern.
One major purpose of this work is to examine the relationship of our version
of 3-dimensional Lorentzian conformal geometry with that of Cartan and
Chern. Of perhaps greater importance is our generalization of these ideas
to the case of 4-dimensional conformal Lorentzian geometries. This, very
much more complicated, problem is discussed after an exposition of the 3-
dimensional problem. Though one might consider these investigations to be
mainly in the realm of the study of certain classes of differential equations,
our main motivation has been towards the investigation of the Einstein equa-
tions of general relativity. Already the theory of self- (or anti-) dual vacuum
Einstein metrics has arisen as a natural special case. The emphasis now is
on the full vacuum case.
In the late 1930’s Cartan and Chern,1,2,3,4 while studying the invariance
properties of differential equations, showed that there was a natural geo-
metric structure that can be associated with ordinary differential equations
[ODE’s] of the form z′′ = E(z, z′, s) or z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s) where the prime
denotes differentiation with respect to the independent variable s. This geo-
metric structure which is quite rich, involving a wide variety of connections
(projective, conformal and metric with and without torsion), is given on the
solution spaces of the equations.
More specifically, if the solutions are denoted by z = z(xa, s) where xa are
the arbitrary constants of integration, (two of them for the first equation and
three for the second) the geometric structures often (or usually) live on the
3
space of the constants of integration, but are sometimes augmented with an
extra dimension by adding the independent variable s as a fiber coordinate.
In Section II, we first review, from a new perspective, these results of
Cartan and Chern applied to the third order equation, and then, in Section
III, we generalize them to a new system of equations. For the new system
we will consider the dependent variable, z, to be a function of now two in-
dependent variables, s and t, e.g., z = z(s, t) that satisfies the system of
equations zss = S(z, zs, zt, zst, s, t) and ztt = T (z, zs, zt, zst, s, t), with zs and
zt the derivatives of z with respect to s and t . The integrability condi-
tions, Stt = Tss, are assumed to be satisfied. The solution space to these
equations, which is four-dimensional and is again augmented by the fiber
coordinates s and t, possesses a natural six-dimensional conformal metric.
By a judicious choice of the two functions, S and T , (i.e. by being solutions
of a complicated differential equation) the six-dimensional conformal metric
possesses two conformal Killing fields and (via them and a special choice of
conformal factor) maps to a family of conformal Lorentzian metrics on the
four-dimensional solution space. All four-dimensional Lorentzian metrics can
be obtained in this manner. It follows that by a further restriction in the
choice of S and T and choice of conformal factor, all Einstein spaces can be
so obtained. In Section IV we discuss the relationship of this work to the
earlier work on the null surface reformulation of GR.
For the sake of completeness, in Appendix A, we will outline the Cartan
geometry associated with the second order equation, z′′ = E(z, z′, s).
II. The Differential Geometry of z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s)
We will study the geometry associated with the differential equation
z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s) assuming that F (z, z′, z′′, s) is a smooth function in all
its variables. We will only be interested in the local behavior of the solu-
tions. There will be several different (but related) spaces that will be of
interest to us. First of all, we mention the two-dimensional space of (z, s);
Cartan and Chern studied the problem of the equivalence classes of differ-
ential equations under the diffeomorphisms in this two-space. This problem,
though of considerable interest, will not concern us. The next space is the
three-dimensional solution space of the differential equation. The solutions
of the third order ODE are given in terms of three constants of integration,
xa, so that z = z(xa, s) is the general solution and the space of the xa is
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the solution space. For any fixed value of the independent variable s, the
relations
z = z(xa, s), z′ = z′(xa, s), z′′ = z′′(xa, s) (1)
can be considered as a coordinate transformation (that depends on the pa-
rameter s), between the three xa and the “coordinates” (z, z′, z′′), i.e., it
defines a one-parameter family of coordinate transformations. This leads nat-
urally to the idea of a four-dimensional space coordinatized either by (xa, s)
or by (z, z′, z′′, s). The first choice suggests that this four-space should be
thought of as a base three-space augmented by the one-dimensional fibers
coordinatized by s. Different constructions or applications lead naturally to
one or the other of the coordinatizations.
Remark 1 For most applications that are of interest to us, the independent
variable s is taken to be the angle φ on the circle and the fiber would thus be
thought of as S1. This circle, in our applications to 3-dimensional Lorentzian
spaces, is simply the “circle” of null directions at each space-time point. At
this point in the exposition, this, however, is not easily seen. Here, for the
moment, we are only interested in the local behavior.
On the four dimensional space of (z, z′, z′′, s), we consider the four one-
forms βa,
β1 = dz − z′ds, (2)
β2 = dz′ − z′′ds,
β3 = dz′′ − F (z, z′, z′′, s)ds,
β4 = ds.
From (1), we can write
dz = ∂azdx
a + z′ds,
dz′ = ∂az
′dxa + z′′ds,
dz′′ = ∂az
′′dxa + F (z, z′, z′′, s)ds,
so that we have the alternative version of the forms
β1 = zadx
a, (3)
β2 = z′adx
a,
β3 = z′′adx
a,
β4 = ds.
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The following four linear combinations of the β’s will play a central role,
though for the moment only the first three will be used,
ω1 = β1, (4)
ω2 = β2,
ω3 = β3 + aβ1 + bβ2,
ω4 = Cβ4.
The (a, b, C) are three functions of (z, z′, z′′, s) that are to be determined.
From the ωi = (ω1, ω2, ω3) we construct the following one-parameter fam-
ily of Lorentzian 3-metrics, parametrized by the values of s;
g(z, z′, z′′, s) = ω1 ⊗ ω3 + ω3 ⊗ ω1 − ω2 ⊗ ω2. (5)
At this point we are simply defining a one-parameter family of metrics con-
structed from the (ω1, ω2, ω3). Later we will see that this definition is justified
by the results.
Note: A more general version of (4) could have been used. The ω2 could
have included another term so that it had the form ω2 = β2 + Aβ1 with the
further modification ω3 = β3 + (A + a)β1 + (1
2
A2 + b)β2. These exta terms
however play no role; they form a “null” rotation, leaving the metric, (5)
invariant with arbitrary A.)
Remark 2 In order to try to give some perspective and motivation we re-
mark that from another point of view, described in detail later, the metric
(5) arose from physical considerations where the function
u = z(xa, s) = const., represented a one-parameter family of null folia-
tions of a Lorentzian three-dimensional space-time. The three ω’s are chosen
to form a null triad with ω1 being the gradient of z(xa, s) and with ω3 as
the second null covector of the triad. The (so-far) arbitrary functions a and
b will be uniquely determined by a requirement of “minimal” dependence of
the metric, Eq.(5), on the parameter s. The precise meaning of ‘ “minimal”
dependence’ will be given shortly.
Remark 3 We emphasize that, though it appears that our choice of the form
of the metric Eq.(5) is arbitrary, in fact, it appears to be the only choice that
allows the following construction. Later we will give, from the other point of
view, an alternate justification of its “naturalness”.
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First we have:
Definition 1 For any function H(z, z′, z′′, s), H˙ is the total s−derivative;
dH
ds
≡ H˙ ≡ Hzz′ +Hz′z′′ +Hz′′F +H,s .
Our plan is to first take the s-derivative of g(z, z′, z′′, s), i.e.,
g˙ ≡ dg(z, z
′, z′′, s)
ds
,
and then by judicious choice of a and b, to make g˙ as close as possible to
being proportional to g itself.
Remark 4 This derivative is actually the Lie derivative of the metric along
the vector field,
d
ds
≡ ∂
∂s
+ z′
∂
∂z
+ z′′
∂
∂z′
+ F
∂
∂z′′
,
in the (z, z′, z′′, s) space. It is, perhaps, simpler to think of it as the total
s-derivative of g in the (z, z′, z′′, s) coordinate system.
It turns out that to exactly make g˙ = λg requires a restriction on the
F of the starting differential equation, z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s). Nevertheless it
is the “as close as possible” condition that will constitute our ‘ “minimal”
dependence’ condition. Note that when g˙ = λg there is a conformal structure
naturally defined on the solution space.
Explicitly the s-derivative of g(z, z′, z′′, s), is
g˙ = ω˙1 ⊗ ω3 + ω1 ⊗ ω˙3 + ω˙3 ⊗ ω1 + ω3 ⊗ ω˙1 − ω˙2 ⊗ ω2 − ω2 ⊗ ω˙2. (6)
From the definition of the forms we have for the first two ω that
ω˙1 = ω2, (7)
ω˙2 = ω3 − aω1 − bω2,
Using
7
ω˙3 = β˙
3
+ a˙ω1 + aω˙1 + b˙ω2 + b ω˙2
β˙
3
= z′′′a dx
a = F,a dx
a = Fzω
1 + Fz′ω
2 + Fz′′(ω
3 − aω1 − bω2)
we have
ω˙3 = (Fz − aFz′′ + a˙− ab)ω1 + (Fz′ − bFz′′ + a+ b˙− b2)ω2 + (Fz′′ + b)ω3
or
ω˙3 = Uω
1 + V ω2 +Wω3, (8)
with
U = Fz − aFz′′ + a˙− ab, (9)
V = Fz′ − bFz′′ + a+ b˙− b2,
W = Fz′′ + b.
Substituting Eqs.(7) and (8) into Eq.(6) we obtain, after collecting terms,
g˙ = 2Uω1 ⊗ ω1 + 2(V + a)ω(1 ⊗ ω2) + 2Wω(1 ⊗ ω3) + 2bω2 ⊗ ω2. (10)
We can now precisely state our condition of “minimal s dependence” of
the metric;
1. We require that, in Eq.(10), the coefficient of ω(1 ⊗ ω2) vanishes, i.e.,
a = −V, (11)
2. We require the two terms, 2Wω(1 ⊗ ω3) + 2bω2 ⊗ ω2, combine so that
they are proportional to the metric, Eq.(5), i.e.,
2b = −W. (12)
This leads to the unique algebraic determination of a and b in terms of F
and its derivatives:
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b = −1
3
Fz′′, (13)
2a = −Fz′ − 2
9
(Fz′′)
2 +
1
3
d
ds
(Fz′′).
Using, from Eqs.(9) and (13),
U [F ] ≡ Fz − a[F ]Fz′′ + a˙[F ]− a[F ]b[F ], (14)
this leads to the final form of g˙ :
g˙[F ] = 2U [F ]ω1 ⊗ ω1 + λg, (15)
with
λ(xa, s) =
2
3
Fz′′ .
Our “minimal s dependence” leads to a unique determination of a and b and
unique differential expressions for both U and λ in terms of F.
Proposition 2 Our one-parameter family of metrics are all conformally re-
lated if F is restricted by the condition U [F ] = 0, so that
g˙[F ] =
2
3
Fz′′g.
In this case there exists a conformal factor, Ω, with Ω˙ = 1
3
Fz′′Ω, so that, for
all values of s, the metric ĝ = Ω−2g, satisfies d
ds
ĝ = 0.
In the general case, U [F ] 6= 0, we can extend the metric g to a four
dimensional metric by
g(4) = g − ω4 ⊗ ω4 = g − C2ds⊗ ds (16)
so that
g˙(4) = g˙ − 2CC˙ds⊗ ds, (17)
= 2Uω1 ⊗ ω1 + 2
3
Fz′′g − 2CC˙ds⊗ ds,
If the unknown C is chosen such that C˙ = 1
3
Fz′′C then
g˙(4) = 2Uω1 ⊗ ω1 + 2
3
Fz′′g
(4). (18)
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Proposition 3 For the special case of U [F ] = 0, we see that ξ = d/ds is
a conformal Killing field of the four-space so that each of the “three-slices”,
s = constant, yield three-metrics that are conformally related. If g(4) is con-
formally rescaled by ĝ(4) = Ω−2g(4), with Ω˙ = 1
3
Fz′′Ω, the conformal Killing
vector field becomes a Killing field and the three-slices are all isometric.
An alternate point of view1 towards the geometry of z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s)
is via the first of Cartan’s structure equations, for the three one-forms
ωi = (ω1, ω2, ω3)
we have;
dωi = ωij ∧ ωj + T i. (19)
The indices are raised and lowered with the Lorentzian metric, (from Eq.(5)),
ηij, with η13 = -η22, all other independent components vanishing. The basis
one-forms are taken as dxa and ds; so that though the ωi contain only dxa,
the other forms, i.e., dωi, ωij and T
i will, in general, contain ds. The connec-
tion one-forms, ωij , do not form a metric connection but rather a conformal
connection. Written as ωij = ηikω
k
j they are given by
ωij = wij + ω̂ηij, (20)
wij = −wji (21)
i.e., are taken as a metric connection plus a trace-term, (ω̂ = 1
3
ωii).
Remark 5 Note that the use of the trace term in the connection, ωij , is a
variant of a (Weyl) connection via the equation ∇cgab(xa) = 2ω̂cgab. It is not
exactly the same as a Weyl connection, but is a variant of it, because here
we have the extra degree of freedom, namely the variable s.
Writing out Eq.(19) we have
dω1 = (w[31] + ω̂) ∧ ω1 + w[32] ∧ ω2 + T 1, (22)
dω2 = −w[21] ∧ ω1 + ω̂ ∧ ω2 − w[23] ∧ ω3 + T 2,
dω3 = w[12] ∧ ω2 + (w[13] + ω̂) ∧ ω3 + T 3
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which, to determine the structure and torsion forms, can be compared with
the direct calculation of dωi, namely
dω1 = ds ∧ ω2, (23)
dω2 = ds ∧ (ω3 − aω1 − bω2),
dω3 = ds ∧ (ω1U [F ]− aω1 − 2bω2)
+(az′ − baz′′ − bz + abz′′)ω2 ∧ ω1 + az′′ω3 ∧ ω1 + bz′′ω3 ∧ ω2.
When the comparison is made we see that there are far more variables than
equations and thus there are ambiguities in the algebraic solution for wij , ω̂
and T i. If however we require that the skew-part of the connection, when
pulled back to the constant s surfaces, be precisely the metric connection of
Eq.(5), then we have a unique solution for the connection and torsion:
w[32] = ds− 1
2
bz′′ω
1, (24)
w[31] = −az′′ω1 − 1
2
bz′′ω
2 + bds,
w[12] = −ads+ (az′ − baz′′ − bz + abz′′)ω1 − 1
2
bz′′ω
3,
ω̂ = −bds,
T 1 = 0, T 2 = 0, T 3 = U [F ]ds ∧ ω1.
Once again we see the geometric role of U [F ]; when it vanishes the “confor-
mal” connection has zero torsion.
We thus have seen that the general third order differential equation
z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s)
induces a variety of geometric structures; a “conformal” connection on the so-
lutions space, xa, a four-dimensional Lorentzian metric on the space (z, z′, z′′, s)
so that when the space is foliated by the constant s three-surfaces they pos-
sess a one parameter family of three-metrics, all closely related, satisfying
g˙ = 2U [F ]ω1 ⊗ ω1 + 2
3
Fz′′g. When the special condition U [F ] = 0 is satisfied
all the three-metrics are conformally equivalent. Cartan studied the connec-
tion associated with the full conformal equivalence class. We, instead, worked
out the metric connections, Eq.(24), associated with the one-parameter fam-
ily of metrics, Eq.(5).
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Remark 6 The study1,2,3,4,5 of this third order ODE had its origin in the
classical question of the equivalence of ODE’s under transformations in the
plane; (z, s) ⇔ (z∗, s∗). Cartan studied the equivalence classes (with their
invariants) of 3rd order ODEs under point transformations, z∗ = Z(z, s),
s∗ = S(z, s), while Chern studied the same problems but under a larger
group of transformation, the group of contact transformations. The func-
tional U [F ], often referred as the Wunschmann Invariant, is a relative in-
variant under contact transformations of the 3rd order ODEs. We return
briefly to this issue in the Discussion section.
To conclude this section we will summarize,13,14 what appears to be a
completely different problem that in fact turns out to be virtually identical,
or more correctly, turns out to be the inverse to the problem just addressed,
namely the geometry of 3rd order ODEs. Roughly speaking, we begin with
3-dimensional conformal Lorentzian metric and find a complete integral of
the associated Eikonal equation; i.e., we find a one parameter, ‘s’, family
of characteristic surfaces of sufficient generality. By taking three derivatives
with respect to the parameter, the three space-time coordinates can be elim-
inated from the eikonal, resulting in a 3rd order ODE with ‘s’ being the
independent variable. Automatically the Wunschmann Invariant vanishes.
Actually, (along with the problem of the four-dimensional solution space of
the next section) this inverse point of view was how we first addressed the
issues of this work.
More precisely, we begin with a three manifold, M, locally coordinatized
by, xa, and require that there be a Lorentzian (conformal) metric determined
in the following manner: there is to exist a one-parameter family of foliations
of M, of sufficient generality, (referred to as a complete integral) such that
every member of the foliation is to be a null-surface of the unknown metric.
If the level surfaces of the one-parameter family of foliations (parametrized
by s) is given by
u = z(xa, s),
then the condition that they be null, for all values of s, with respect to the
unknown metric, gab(xa), is
gab∂az∂bz ≡ gabzazb = 0. (25)
By now taking a series (four) of s derivatives of Eq.(25), we have
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gabz′azb = 0, (26)
gabz′′azb + g
abz′az
′
b = 0, (27)
gabz′′′a zb + 3g
abz′′az
′
b = 0, (28)
gabz′′′′a zb + 4g
abz′′′a z
′
b + 3g
abz′′az
′′
b = 0. (29)
Then by considering the set
u = z(xa, s), w = z′(xa, s), R = z′′(xa, s), F = z′′′(xa, s) (30)
the three xa can be eliminated from the last expression via the first three
expressions, yielding
z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s). (31)
From the form of the metric, (5), we have that ω1 = zadx
a is a null covector.
This observation thus establishes the connection with the first approach.
[Note that by “a one parameter family of sufficient generality”, we mean
that the three one-forms (zadx
a, z′adx
a, z′′adx
a) are linearly independent for
all s. This implies that one can invert (30), i.e., obtain xa = Xa(z, z′, z′′, s).]
We see that, via Eq.(31), z′′′a and z
′′′′
a can be expressed in terms of the
gradient basis (za, z
′
a, z
′′
a). The five expressions Eqs.(25) and (26) yield the
five independent components of a conformal metric that depends on s. This
conformal metric (though described in the gradient basis) is identical to the
conformal metric of Eq.(5) which is described in a null basis.
The fifth derivative of Eq.(25), namely
gabz(5)a zb + 5g
abz(4)a z
′
b + 10g
abz′′′a z
′′
b = 0,
when expressed in terms of F and its derivatives, is identical to Eq.(14),
i.e., U [F ] = 0. This completes the display of the equivalence of the two
approaches. It also gives the justification for the apparently arbitrary choices
of the one-forms (4) and metric (5). Linear combinations of the three gradient
one-forms, (zadx
a, z′adx
a, z′′adx
a), form the null triad (ω1, ω2, ω3).
In addition to the condition U [F ] = 0, Tod,6 following Cartan,2 in a
continuing study of the Eq.(31) imposes further restrictions on F so that the
resulting metrics contain all three-dimensional Einstein -Weyl spaces.
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III. Pairs of Partial Differential Equations
The discussion of the previous section is really a variant of the work of
Cartan and Chern with our point of view. In this section we will discuss a
new situation. We want to find differential equations whose solution space
is four-dimensional and in addition possess a Lorentzian structure. This
four-dimensional solution space is to be the four-dimensional manifold M of
physical space-time. Our goal, eventually, is to impose the Einstein vacuum
equations on this space. This issue however will not be addressed here.
After the consideration of the equation z′′′ = F (z, z′, z′′, s) one might have
thought that the generalization from three to four dimensions should be to
an equation of the form, z′′′′ = G(z, z′, z′′, z′′′, s) whose solution space is four
dimensional. This case was studied by Bryant7 who found a further rich
variety of geometric structures, e.g., a quartic metric, gabcd but it does not
include a four-dimensional Lorentzian structure.
We have taken a different direction for the creation of a four-dimensional
solution space; we consider and study the geometry of the pair of equations
Zss = P (Z,Zs, Zt, Zst, s, t), Ztt = Q(Z,Zs, Zt, Zst, s, t), (32)
where P and Q satisfy the integrability conditions for all Z,
D2tP = D
2
sQ (33)
and the weak inequality, needed for the four-dimensionality of the solution
space,
1 > (
∂P
∂Zts
)(
∂Q
∂Zts
). (34)
We have used the notation for the total derivatives Dt or Ds to mean,
respectively, the t and s derivatives acting on all the variables but holding, re-
spectively, the s or the t constant. For example, if H = H(Z,Zs, Zt, Zst, s, t)
then
DtH ≡ ∂H
∂Z
Zt +
∂H
∂Zs
Zts +
∂H
∂Zt
Ztt +
∂H
∂Zts
Ztts +
∂H
∂t
. (35)
Dt andDs should also be thought of as vector fields on the six-space, (Z,Zs, Zt, Zst, s, t).
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For notational reasons and for comparison with earlier work but without
changing anything essential, we will consider P and Q to be complex conju-
gates of each other, s and t to also be complex conjugates of each other and
will adopt the notation that P = S and Q = S∗ and t = s∗ with Ds ≡ D
and Dt ≡ D∗. (For example, s and s∗ can be considered as the complex
stereographic coordinates on S2.)
The solution space of Eqs.(32) is four-dimensional,8 the space of constants
of integration, (xa); solutions can be written as
Z = Z(xa, s, s∗).
We will be interested in several different spaces; the four dimensional space
of the (xa); the space of
(Z,Zs, Zs∗, Zss∗) ≡ (Z,DZ,D∗Z,DD∗Z) ≡ (Z,W,W ∗, R), (36)
(defining the Z,W,W ∗, R) and the six-dimensional space of (Z,W,W ∗, R, s, s∗).
Our starting equations are then rewritten
D2Z = S(Z,DZ,D∗Z,DD∗Z, s, s∗), (37)
D∗2Z = S∗(Z,DZ,D∗Z,DD∗Z, s, s∗).
We identify the spaces
(xa)⇔ (Z,W,W ∗, R) (38)
for any fixed values of (s, s∗), treating the relationship, Eq.(38), as a coordi-
nate transformation between the two sets, that is parametrized by (s, s∗). The
six-space can then be coordinatized either by (xa, s, s∗) or by (Z,W,W ∗, R, s, s∗).
It is useful to think of the larger space as being a two-dimensional bundle over
the four-space, xa. In our applications it is taken to be the sphere-bundle,
physically, the bundle of null directions at each space-time point. This point
of view will not be emphasized here.
We begin with the six gradient one-forms
θi = (θ0, θ+, θ−, θ1) ≡ ∂a(Z,W,W ∗, R)dxa
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θ0 ≡ dZ −Wds−W ∗ds∗ = Zadxa, (39)
θ+ ≡ dW −D2Zds−DD∗Zds∗ =Wadxa,
θ− ≡ dW ∗ −Rds−D∗2Zds∗ =W ∗a dxa,
θ1 ≡ dR−D∗D2Zds−DD∗2ds∗ = Radxa,
θ ≡ ds, (40)
θ∗ ≡ ds∗,
and form the combinations ωi = (ω0, ω+, ω−, ω1)
ω0 = θ0, (41)
ω+ = α(θ+ + bθ−),
ω− = α(θ− + b∗θ+),
ω1 = (θ1 + aθ+ + a∗θ− + cθ0),
and
ω = Cθ, (42)
ω∗ = C∗θ∗
where the (α, a, b, c) and C are to be determined.
A. Four-Dimensional Lorentzian Metrics
From the four ωi, we form the 2-parameter, (s, s∗) family, of Lorentzian
four-metrics by
g(xa, s, s∗) = ω0 ⊗ ω1 + ω1 ⊗ ω0 − ω+ ⊗ ω− − ω− ⊗ ω+, (43)
= ηijω
i ⊗ ωj
This defines a metric for each value of s and s∗, such that the ω ’s form
a null tetrad. We wish to know how (α, a, b, c) should be specified for the
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(s, s∗)-dependent metrics to be “almost” conformally equivalent for all (s, s∗).
The metrics are said to be “almost” conformally equivalent if
Dg = Uij [M [S, S
∗]]ωi ⊗ ωj + Λ[S, S∗]g, (44)
D∗g = U∗ij [M
∗[S, S∗]]ωi ⊗ ωj + Λ∗[S, S∗]g,
where, (1); Λ and Λ∗ are explicit functions of (S, S∗), (2); M [S, S∗] and
M∗[S, S∗] are specific non-linear functions of (S, S∗) and their derivatives,
[the “metricity expressions” or generalized Wunschmann conditions], (3);
Uij [M ] are functions of M, DM and D
2M that all vanish when M = 0. S
and S∗ are still arbitrary functions of (Z,DZ,D∗Z,DD∗Z, s, s∗). The (s, s∗)-
dependent metrics are conformally equivalent when S and S∗ are such that
M [S, S∗] vanishes. For arbitrary S, however, the metrics are “almost” con-
formally related. We refer to (44) as the “minimal dependence conditions”.
In this section we display the values of (α, a, b, c) in terms of S, that
satisfy the Eqs.(44). We could do this by using, in principle a “simplicity”
argument (i.e., by trying to do the simplest thing possible), which would
consist of setting to zero certain components of Dg−λg, (for some λ); namely
those that allow us to solve for (α, a, b, c) algebraically in terms of (S, S∗)
and their derivatives. The remaining components of Dg − λg were then
to be then shown to be of the form Uij [M [S, S
∗]] depending on a single
function M [S, S∗] which vanish when M [S, S∗] vanishes. In this manner, the
unknown functions (α, a, b, c) were to be uniquely determined. In fact we did
not do this. We did start this calculation and did, in this manner, determine,
(α, a, b), (see below) but soon the complexity of the algebraic expressions
and manipulations became unmanageable and we could not determine c and
M [S, S∗] directly. There however was an alternative approach (See Sec.IV)
that did allow us to finish the task.
In the following we will first state the main results (partially obtained by
both methods) and then outline the “simplicity” argument. The results will
then be discussed in subsection B. Finally, in Sec.IV, the alternative method
will be described in detail. The equivalence of both methods is then shown.
The main results are the following determination of the unknown func-
tions (α, a, b, c);
b =
1
S∗R
(
√
1− S∗RSR − 1), b∗ =
1
SR
(
√
1− S∗RSR − 1), (45)
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α2 =
(
√
1− S∗RSR + 1)
2(1− S∗RSR)
=
(1 + bb∗)
(1− bb∗)2 (46)
a = (1− SRS∗R)−1(1−
1
4
SRS
∗
R)
−1{1
2
[S∗W ∗ + S
∗
WSR − T ∗R](1 +
1
2
S∗RSR)
−3
4
S∗R[SW + SW ∗S
∗
R − TR]} (47)
c = −1
2
G− (a− a∗b∗)(a∗ − ab)(1 + bb∗)−1. (48)
where T ≡ D∗S, U ≡ D∗T = D2∗S ≡ D2S∗, the subscripts on the S, T, U
refer to partial derivatives. G is defined by
G(1 +
1
2
SRS
∗
R) = TW + TW ∗S
∗
R + T
∗
W ∗ + T
∗
WSR −
1
2
UR (49)
+
1
2
(S∗WSWSR + SWS
∗
W ∗ + S
∗
W ∗SW ∗S
∗
R + SW ∗S
∗
W
−S∗RSZ − SRS∗Z)−
1
2
(SWS
∗
R + SRS
∗
W + 2T
∗
R)
g1+
g01
−1
2
(SRS
∗
W ∗ + SW ∗S
∗
R + 2TR)
g1−
g01
.
with
g1+
g01
(1− 1
4
SRS
∗
R) = −
1
2
[TR − SW − SW ∗S∗R] +
1
4
SR[T
∗
R − S∗W ∗ − S∗WSR],
g1−
g01
(1− 1
4
SRS
∗
R) = −
1
2
[T ∗R − S∗W ∗ − S∗WSR] +
1
4
S∗R[TR − SW − SW ∗S∗R].
The metricity expression is given by
M [S, S∗] =
−2
(1− bb∗){Db+ SW ∗ − bSW − (SR + b)(a
∗ − ab)} (50)
with b and b∗ given by Eq.(45).
Explicitly the simplicity argument is carried out as follows: We begin by
constructing
Dg = ηijDω
i ⊗ ωj + ηijωi ⊗Dωj . (51)
Working out, (see appendix), via Eqs.(41) and (39), all the
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Dωi = Aijω
j , (52)
with Aij explicit functions of the derivatives of S and S
∗ and the unknown
functions (α, a, b, c), we obtain
Dg = [ηkjA
k
i + ηikA
k
j ]ω
i ⊗ ωj ≡ Gijωi ⊗ ωj, (53)
with symmetric Gij . The Gij are thus also explicitly known functions (see
appendix) of S and S∗ and their derivatives and the (α, a, b, c). (Dg should
be thought of as the Lie derivative of the metric along the vector field defined
by (35).)
We now rewrite Dg by adding and subtracting a term 2G01ω
(+ ⊗ ω−),
obtaining
Dg = G01g +G11ω
1 ⊗ ω1 + 2G1+ω(1 ⊗ ω+) + 2G1−ω(1 ⊗ ω−) (54)
+G−−ω
− ⊗ ω− +G++ω+ ⊗ ω+ + 2(G01 +G+−)ω(+ ⊗ ω−)
+2G0+ω
(0 ⊗ ω+) + 2G0−ω(0 ⊗ ω−) +G00ω0 ⊗ ω0
A simple inspection of the explicit expressions for Gij = [ηkjA
k
i + ηikA
k
j ]
and its conjugate (See the appendix) reveals that, contrary to the 2+1 case
of Section II, determining which combinations of them should vanish is not
at all, in this case, obvious . However, guided by the procedure that leads
to the Null Surface reformulation of GR, as explained in Section IV, we take
the following steps.
1. We observe that G11 ≡ 0.
2. Setting
G1+[S, b, α] = G1−[S, b, α] = 0 (55)
determines b(S) and α(S) algebraically, as given in Eqs.(45) and (46).
3. If b(S) is given as in Eqs.(45), then setting
G++[S, b(S), α(S), a] = b
∗2(S)G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a] (56)
allows us to determine the functions a(S) algebraically as in Eq. (47).
4. We then have, (56), with (45) and (46), that
G01[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)],
G−+[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)],
G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)]
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are now explicit functions of S and moreover they satisfy
G01[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)] +G−+[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)]
= b∗(S)G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)]
as an identity .
Up to this point, namely, imposing (55) and (56), we have that Dg is
reduced to
Dg = G01g +G−−(ω
− ⊗ ω− + b∗2(S)ω+ ⊗ ω+ + 2b∗(S)(ω(+ ⊗ ω−))
+2G0+ω
(0 ⊗ ω+) + 2G0−ω(0 ⊗ ω−) +G00 ω0 ⊗ ω0 (57)
where
G01 = G01[S, a(S)],
G−− = G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)],
G0+ = G0+[S, b(S), α(S), a(S), c], (58)
G0− = G0−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S), c],
G00 = G00[S, b(S), α(S), a(S), c, Dc].
5. We now need to extract, from our minimal dependence condition (44),
a linear combination of the remaining components of Dg−G01g which, when
vanishing, will allow us to obtain c algebraically and simultaneously force
G0+, G0− and G00 to vanish when G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)] = 0. The linear
combination of G ’s that determines c in this way is
(2− bS∗R)G0+ + (S∗R − 2b∗)G0− + α−1(1− bb∗)(aS∗R − S∗W )G−− = 0 (59)
with G0+, G0− and G−− given by (58).
This result becomes extremely difficult to see by simple inspection of
the equations. Instead, one must turn to the methods of Sec.IV. From this
analysis one could see that c was given by (48) and that G0+, G0−, G00 all
vanish when G−− = 0.
Based on this, we promote G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)] to the metricity con-
dition and make the following identifications:
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G01(S, a(S)) ≡ Λ(S) (60)
and
G−−[S, b(S), α(S), a(S)] ≡M(S). (61)
From this we then have the form of Gij given in our minimal dependence
equation (44). When M(S) = 0 we have that
Dg = Λ[S]g.
B. Six Dimensional Metrics
We now extend the metric g to a six-dimensional metric by
g(6)(xa, s, s∗) = g − ω ⊗ ω∗ = g − CC∗ds⊗ ds∗ (62)
so that
Dg(6) = Dg − (C∗DC + CdC∗)ds⊗ ds∗, (63)
= Uij [M [S, S
∗]]ωi ⊗ ωj + Λ[S, S∗]g − (C∗DC + CDC∗)ds⊗ ds∗,
If the unknown C is chosen so that DC = 1
2
ΛC , DC∗ = 1
2
ΛC∗ then
Dg(6) = Uij[M [S, S
∗]]ωi ⊗ ωj + Λg(6). (64)
This leads to the
Proposition 4 If the class of differential equations is restricted to those S
that satisfy the conditions
M [S, S∗] = 0, M∗[S, S∗] = 0, (65)
then there exists on the six-space, a pair of conformal Killing fields ξ = d/ds
and ξ∗ = d/ds∗. It is obvious that conformal factors Ω can easily be found
for the six metric so that the conformal Killing fields become Killing fields
and the six-space can be foliated with four-dimensional subspaces, (s and s∗
constant), with the induced four metrics all isometric. These four metric then
map down to a unique conformal class of Lorentzian metric on the four-space
of the xa.
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IV. Relationship with the Null Surface Formulation of
GR
It is not hard to see that all Lorentzian 4-metrics (locally) are included
in this construction. This follows from its equivalence to the Null Surface
reformulation of General Relativity. In that work,9,10,11,12 one begins with
a four-manifold M with an unknown - but to be determined - conformal
Lorentzian metric and ask that there be a two-parameter, (s, s∗), family of
(local) null surface foliations ofM of sufficient generality, whose level surfaces
are given by
u = Z(xa, s, s∗).
This requires that the unknown conformal metric satisfies
gab∂aZ∂bZ = 0 (66)
for all (s, s∗). The arbitrary conformal factor can depend on (s, s∗). By re-
peated (s, s∗) derivatives of Eq.(66), (explicitly, the following eight deriva-
tives)
D, D∗, D2, D∗2, DD∗, D∗D2, DD∗2, D2D∗2,
which with Eq.(66), yields nine relations so that the unknown conformal
metric, gab, can be given completely in terms of a function
S(Z,DZ,D∗Z,DD∗Z, s, s∗)
that is defined by
D2Z = S, D∗2Z = S∗
and we are back to our starting point. These metrics satisfy our minimal
dependence condition, Eq.(44), for (s, s∗) dependence. If we continue and
take the derivatives D3 and D∗3 of Eq.(66), we finally obtain the metricity
conditions M [S, S∗] = 0, M∗[S, S∗] = 0.
Since we began with an arbitrary Lorentzian space we see that for any
such space there exists an S satisfying the metricity conditions that yields,
via Eqs.(37), that metric up to conformal factor.
It is now clear that the vacuum Einstein equations, with a specific choice
of conformal factor, can be obtained by a further restriction on the class of
functions (S, S∗).
The procedure just outlined can be carried out explicitly, with consider-
able calculational effort, as follows:
Start with a function Z = Z(xa, s, s∗) and its D, D∗ and DD∗ derivatives
as “primary” functions, i.e., θi = (θ0, θ+, θ−, θ1) ≡ (Z,W,W ∗, R);
Z = Z(xa, s, s∗), (67)
W = DZ(xa, s, s∗),
W ∗ = D∗Z(xa, s, s∗),
R = D∗DZ(xa, s, s∗) = D∗W = DW ∗.
It is assumed that these four relations can be inverted as xa = Xa(θi, s, s∗).
The set of “secondary” functions
S ≡ D2Z, S∗ ≡ D∗2Z, (68)
T ≡ DR = D∗S = D∗D2Z, T ∗ ≡ D∗R = DS∗ = DD∗2Z,
U ≡ D2S∗ = D∗2S = D∗T = DT ∗ = D2D∗2Z,
which can all be thought of as functions of (Z,W,W ∗, R, s, s∗) where the
xa have been eliminated via the inversion of Eq.(67). The exterior deriva-
tives (the space-time gradients, holding (s, s∗) constant ) of the “primary”
functions are
dθi = ∂aθ
idxa (69)
and for the “secondary” functions S, T and U, they are given by
dS = SZdZ + SWdW + SW ∗dW
∗ + SRdR = Sθidθ
i, (70)
dT = TZdZ + TWdW + TW ∗dW
∗ + TRdR = Tθidθ
i,
dU = UZdZ + UWdW + UW ∗dW
∗ + URdR = Uθidθ
i.
If we write the unknown, but to be determined, inverse of the space-
time metric gab(xa, s, s∗) = ĝab(xa)ω2(s, s∗), (i.e.,where the (s, s∗) behavior
appears only in the conformal factor) as
gI ≡ gab∂a ⊗ ∂b
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then we can define the metric components in the gradient basis, θia ≡ ∂aθi,
by
gij(xa, s, s∗) ≡ gI(dθi, dθj) = gabθiaθjb. (71)
Note the very important point that since gab = ĝab(xa)ω2(s, s∗) we have
DgI ≡ Dgab∂a ⊗ ∂b = 2ω−1DωgI ≡ λgI (72)
We, however, will not be using Eq.(72) fully until the end of the calculation.
More explicitly, we will only be using different specific components of Eq.(72),
i.e., specific components of
DgI(dθi, dθj) ≡ Dgabθiaθjb = λgij (73)
along the way and only at the end, with the metricity condition, will the full
Eq.(72) be used. Until this last condition is imposed the conditions on DgI
are precisely our “minimal dependence conditions”.
Starting with the condition that the level surfaces , Z(xa, s, s∗) = constant,
(for each value of (s, s∗)) are null surfaces of the metric, we have that
g00 = gI(dZ, dZ) = gabZ,a Z,b= 0. (74)
By applying D and D∗ to Eq.(74), we have
DgabZ,a Z,b+2g
abW,a Z,b= 0, (75)
D∗gabZ,a Z,b+2g
abW ∗,a Z,b= 0. (76)
Thus from Eq.(74, using one component of Eq.(73)
DgabZ,a Z,b= λg
abZ,a Z,b= 0, (77)
we have
g0+ = gI(dDZ, dZ) = gI(dW, dZ) = 0, (78)
g0− = gI(dD∗Z, dZ) = gI(dW ∗, dZ) = 0. (79)
Next. applying D to Eq.(79), yields
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DgabW ∗,a Z,b+g
ab (R,a Z,b+W
∗,aW,b ) = 0. (80)
Thus from Eq.(79), again with one component of Eq.(73)
DgabW ∗,a Z,b= λg
abW ∗,a Z,b= 0, (81)
we have
gI(dR, dZ) + gI(dW, dW ∗) = 0 ⇔ g−+ + g01 = 0. (82)
If D and D∗ are applied respectively to Eqs.(78) and (79 ), we have
DgabW,a Z,b+g
ab(S,a Z,b+W,aW,b ) = 0, (83)
D∗gabW ∗,a Z,b+g
ab(S∗,a Z,b+W
∗,aW
∗,b ) = 0. (84)
Therefore, from Eq.(78) again using one component of Eq.(73),
DgabW,a Z,b= λg
abW,a Z,b= 0, (85)
(which implies its complex conjugate as well) then, using (70),
gI(dS, dZ) + gI(dW, dW ) = 0 ⇔ g++ = −SRg01 (86)
gI(dS∗, dZ) + gI(dW ∗, dW ∗) = 0 ⇔ g−− = −S∗Rg01 (87)
Continuing this process, i.e., applying D and D∗ to Eq.(82), yields
DgabW,aW
∗,b+Dg
abZ,aR,b+g
ab(S,aW
∗,b+2W,aR,b+Z,a T,b ) = 0, (88)
D∗gabW,aW
∗,b+D
∗gabZ,aR,b+g
ab(W,a S
∗,b+2W
∗,aR,b+Z,a T
∗,b ) = 0. (89)
Therefore, from Eq.(82) using two components of Eq.(73), we have
DgabW,aW
∗,b+Dg
abZ,aR,b= λg
ab(W,aW
∗,b+Z,aR,b ) = 0, (90)
(and its complex conjugate) leads, respectively, to
gI(dT, dZ) + gI(dS, dW ∗) + gI(dR, dW ) + gI(dW, dR) = 0, (91)
gI(dT ∗, dZ) + gI(dR, dW ∗) + gI(dR, dW ∗) + gI(dW, dS∗) = 0. (92)
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Using Eqs.(70), (74),(78),(79) and (86), in (91) and (92) we obtain, respec-
tively,
2g+1 = −TRg01 + SWg01 + SW ∗S∗Rg01 − SRg−1, (93)
2g−1 = −T ∗Rg01 + S∗W ∗g01 + S∗WSRg01 − S∗Rg+1,
which are easily solved for g+1 and g−1:
g+1(1− 1
4
SRS
∗
R) = −
1
2
[TR − SW − SW ∗S∗R]g01 (94)
+
1
4
SR[T
∗
R − S∗W ∗ − S∗WSR]g01,
g−1(1− 1
4
SRS
∗
R) = −
1
2
[T ∗R − S∗W ∗ − S∗WSR]g01 (95)
+
1
4
S∗R[TR − SW − SW ∗S∗R]g01.
Notice that Eqs. (91) and (92) are obtained just as well by taking D∗ of
Eq. (86) and D of (87) using Eq.(87) and two components of Eq.(73), we
have
DgabW ∗,aW
∗,b+Dg
abS,a Z,b= 0 (96)
(with its complex conjugate).
Finally, by applying D∗ to Eq.(91), (or D to Eq.(92)), we obtain the last
metric component g11;
− 2(1 + 1
2
SRS
∗
R)g
11 = (2T ∗W + SWS
∗
W )g
++ + (2TW ∗ + SW ∗S
∗
W ∗)g
−−(97)
+g01(UR + SZS
∗
R + SRS
∗
Z
−SW ∗S∗W − SWS∗W ∗ − 2T ∗W ∗ − 2TW )
+g−1(SRS
∗
W ∗ + SW ∗S
∗
R + 2TR)
+g+1(SRS
∗
W + SWS
∗
R + 2T
∗
R)
using the equation
Dgab(T ∗,a Z,b+S
∗,aW,b+2R,aW
∗,b ) = 0. (98)
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that arises from similar considerations, from Eq.(73), as before.
We emphasize that at this point we have not yet used the full set of
components of Eq.(73) and consequently we do not yet have a single confor-
mal metric by this construction - but instead we have an (s, s∗) dependent
family of conformal metrics. In other words we see that modulo an overall
(conformal) factor, namely g01 = ω2(s, s∗), a two parameter family of met-
rics, gij(xa, s, s∗), has been obtained by requiring that a series of D and D∗
derivatives, applied to the null surface condition, Eq.(74) remains zero for
all (s, s∗) [this is the meaning of imposing Eqs. (77), (81),(85),(90),(96) and
(98)]. All the components, in the gradient basis, θia, have been expressed in
terms of derivatives of S and S∗. This (s, s∗)−dependent metric satisfies
the minimal dependence condition, Eq.(44), and is, in fact, identical (up to a
conformal rescaling) to the metric of Eq.(43), but is expressed in a gradient
basis, rather than in the null tetrad basis. By using one further component
of Eq.(73), namely applying D to Eq.(86) and using
Dgab(W,aW,b+S,a Z,b ) = 0, (99)
we obtain the metricity condition the only condition of the functions S and
S∗. (Given below.) In this case the (s, s∗)− dependent family of metric are
all conformal to each other.
We notice that all the components of the metric, gij, are determined up to
a single overall undetermined factor, namely g01; i.e., gij = g01hij [S, S∗]. To
make the explicit comparison between this conformal metric and the metric,
(43), we chose the special conformal gauge
g01 = 1.
If we take the null tetrad system, ωia as a linear combination of the gradient
basis θj,b then re-expressing the metric in the null tetrad system, ω
i
a, allows
us to read off the coefficients, (α, a, b, c), of Eq.(41). Explicitly,
gab = gijθ
i,a θ
j,b= ηijω
i
aω
j
b = ηijK
i
kK
j
l θ
k,a θ
l,b , (100)
or
ηklK
k
i K
l
j = gij, (101)
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where the coefficients Kij are given by ω
i
a ≡ Kijθj,a and are shown explicitly
in Eqs. (41). In particular, α = K++ , a = K
1
+, b = K
+
−
/K++ and c = K
1
0 .
From (101), then using the special conformal frame, (g01 = 1⇒ g+− = −1),
we obtain
b =
−1
g−−
(
√
J − 1),
b∗ =
−1
g++
(
√
J − 1),
α2 =
g++g−−
2J(
√
J − 1)
a =
g1+g−− + g1−
J
,
a∗ =
g1−g++ + g1+
J
,
c = −1
2
g11 +
[g−−g1+ + g1− + g1−
√
J ][g++g1− + g1+ + g1+
√
J ]
2J(
√
J − 1) ,
with
J = (g−+)2 − g++g−− = 1− SRS∗R.
Since the components of the metric are functions of S as obtained above, the
parameters (α, a, b, c) are expressed in terms of S , as desired.
We can now see how this procedure justifies Eqs. (55), (56) and (59) used
in Section III. Straightforward algebra shows that
Dgabθiaθ
j
b = −ηklGkmηmn(K−1)il(K−1)jn (102)
Using (102) to translate Eqs. (77), (81), (85 ), (90), (96) and (98) in terms
of Gij, the following propositions follow:
Proposition 5 The vanishing of Dgabθ0aθ
0
b is equivalent to the vanishing of
G11. Explicitly,
Dgabθ0aθ
0
b = 0⇔ G11 = 0. (103)
Proposition 6 The vanishing of Dgabθ−a θ
0
b and Dg
abθ+a θ
0
b (with G11 = 0) is
equivalent to the vanishing of G1+ and G1−. Thus
Dgabθ−a θ
0
b = 0 = Dg
abθ+a θ
0
b ⇔ G1+ = 0 = G1−. (104)
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Proposition 7 The vanishing ofDgab(θ+a θ
−
b +θ
0
aθ
1
b) andDg
ab(θ−a θ
−
b +S
∗
Rθ
0
aθ
1
b)
(with G11 = G1+ = G1− = 0) is equivalent to the vanishing of [G++−b∗2G−−]
and [G+− +G01 − b∗G−−].
Dgab(θ+a θ
−
b + θ
0
aθ
1
b) = Dg
ab(θ−a θ
−
b + S
∗
Rθ
0
aθ
1
b) = 0 (105)
⇔ [G++ − b∗2G−−] = [G+− +G01 − b∗G−−] = 0.(106)
This justifies our choices of vanishing combinations of Gij in order to
obtain (α, a, b, c) in terms of S in Section III.
The metricity condition, from this point of view, is obtained simply by
applying D to Eq.(86), i.e. to
gI(dS, dZ) + gI(dW, dW ) = 0,
which, with the use of
Dgab(W,aW,b+S,a Z,b ) = 0, (107)
which follows from the last component of (72), leads to
gI(dDS, dZ) + 3gI(dS, dW ) = 0,
or
M(S, S∗) =
1
3
(DS)R + SW
g++
g01
+ SW ∗
g−+
g01
+ SR
g1+
g01
= 0.
Furthermore, with the use of (102) we can prove the following
Proposition 8 The vanishing of Dgab(θ+a θ
+
b +SRθ
0
aθ
1
b) (with the earlier con-
ditions) is equivalent to the vanishing of G−−. Thus if G11 = G1+ = G1− = 0,
G++ = b
∗2G−− and G+− +G01 = b
∗G−−, then
Dgab(θ+a θ
+
b + SRθ
0
aθ
1
b) = 0⇔ G−− = 0. (108)
Note that G−− = 0 implies G+− +G01 = 0.
This allows us to promoteG−− to the status of metricity condition if (α, a, b, c)
are given in terms of S, as argued in Section III.
When the metricity condition, Eq.(108), is imposed the expressions for
the remaining components of Eq.(73) are identically satisfied and G0− and
G00 vanish.
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When G−− 6= 0, the expression from Eq.(44)
Uij [M [S, S
∗]]
is a linear combination of M(S, S∗), D∗M(S, S∗) and D2∗M(S, S∗) which
thus all vanish when M(S, S∗) vanishes.
V. Discussion
In this work we have extended Cartan’s beautiful construction of differ-
ential geometric structures that are naturally associated with ordinary dif-
ferential equations, to a pair of overdetermined partial differential equations.
The resulting geometric structures form a rich set of mathematical construc-
tions that includes as a special case all Lorentzian space-times − and, as an
obvious consequence, all solutions of Einstein’s theory of general relativity.
The study of the Einstein equations via this approach had already begun
in an earlier series of papers9,10,11,12 long before we connected it with Cartan’s
view. This work on general relativity is continuing with hopefully many
applications, but the point of view towards it diverges from that of the present
paper. Here we feel that the issues are more closely related to the study
of equivalence classes of the starting equations under some set or class of
transformations.
An immediate question that we wish to investigate is the following; given
our set of equations
D2Z = S, D∗2Z = S∗
where the (S, S∗) satisfy the metricity conditions, the level surfaces of the
(local) solutions, u = Z(xa, s, s∗), define a two-parameter family of null sur-
faces (a complete integral) in the space-time of the solution space, xa, with
the (conformal) metric, Eq.(43). In general, null surfaces develop caustics
or wavefront singularities at which point the function Z(xa, s, s∗) no longer
satisfies the differential equations - the local solutions break down. Neverthe-
less the space-time and its metric could be completely smooth there. Other
families of null surfaces would exist that satisfied similar equations but with
different (S, S∗). We will consider the “restricted equivalence” problem to
be the problem of finding all pairs of functions, (S, S∗), that yield the same
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space-time metric. As a matter of fact, this “restricted problem” is intimately
related with the equivalence problem under general contact transformations.
A paper is being prepared on this issue.15
Another issue that we left untreated was how do the Cartan structure
equations, Eq. (19), behave in the case of the pair of PDE’s. It seems very
likely that we will have the similar results to that obtained from the third
order ODE of Sec.II, where the metricity function plays the role of a torsion
tensor and we obtain a conformal connection rather than a metric connection.
But this remains to be analyzed - the calculations being quite lengthy.
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VII. Appendix
A. Geometry of d
2
ds2
z = E(z,dz
ds
,s)
We begin with an arbitrary function of four variables
Φ(z, s, u, v) = 0 (109)
assuming that it can be locally solved for any one of the variables. Consid-
ering the two two-spaces of (z, s) and (u, v), we see that a point, (z, s) in the
first, corresponds to a specific curve in the second − as well as the converse.
If we solve Eq.(109) for
z = z(s, u, v) ≡ z(s, xA) (110)
by differentiating with respect to s, (u, v) can be eliminated from the second
derivative leaving
z′′ = E(z, z′, s).
The same thing can be done with the variables (u, v) resulting in the
second order differential equation
d2u
dv2
= U(u,
du
dv
, v). (111)
for the curve in the (u, v) space.
Cartan then asks for the conditions on E(z, z′, s) such that Eq.(111) is a
geodesic for some (projective) symmetric connection - which is determined
by the form of E. He find that E(z, z′, s) must satisfy
d2
ds2
Ez′z′ − d
ds
Ezz′ −Ez′ d
ds
Ez′z′ + 2Ezz + Ez′Ezz′ − 2EzEz′z′ = 0 (112)
and the connection is given, in the gradient basis, zA ≡ ∂Az and z′A ≡ ∂Az′,
by
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∇BzA = 0, (113)
∇Bz′A = 2α′(AzB), (114)
α′A =
1
2
(Ezz′ − d
ds
Ez′z′)zA + Ez′z′z
′
A, (115)
remembering the projective equivalence ΓABC ∼ ΓABC + 2δA(BΥC).
This arises from the following argument: If the curve determined in
Eq.(110) by (z, s) = constant has a tangent vector tA, then tA has a vanishing
product with the gradient of z = z(s, xA); i.e.,
tAzA = 0. (116)
If tA is tangent to a geodesic then
tB∇BtA = βtA (117)
and
tB∇B(zAtA) = tAtB∇BzA + zAtB∇B(tA) = tAtB∇BzA = 0.
Now since zA and z
′
A form a basis set for the covectors, we have that
∇BzA = az(BzA) + bz′(BzA) + cz′(Bz′A)
but from Eqs.(116) and (117) we have c = 0 and hence
∇BzA = az(BzA) + bz′(BzA) = α(AzB)
and immediately
∇Bz′A = α′(AzB) + α(Az′B).
But via the projective equivalence they are the same as
∇BzA = 0, (118)
∇Bz′A = α′(AzB)
By taking another s (or prime) derivative
∇Bz′′A = α′′(AzB) + α′(Az′B)
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and comparing it with
∇Bz′′A = (Ezz∇zA + Ezz′∇z′A)zB
+(Ezz′∇Az + Ez′z′∇Az′)z′B + Ez′2α′(AzB)
obtained from
z′′ = E(z, z′, s)
and
z′′A = EzzA + Ez′ z
′
A,
we recover Eqs.(112) and (115).
We are indebted to Paul Tod for explaining this construction, due to
Cartan, to us.
B. Dω = Aω
We have, via a lengthy calculation that the Aij , defined by Dω
i = Aijω
j
or
Dω0 = A00ω
0 + A0+ω
+ + A0
−
ω− + A01ω
1 (119)
Dω+ = A+0 ω
0 + A++ω
+ + A+
−
ω− + A+1 ω
1,
Dω− = A−0 ω
0 + A−+ω
+ + A−
−
ω− + A−1 ω
1,
Dω1 = A10ω
0 + A1+ω
+ + A1
−
ω− + A11ω
1,
are given by
Dω0 = (1− bb∗)−1α−1(ω+ − bω−) (120)
Dω+ = α{SZ − c(SR + b)}ω0 + ω1α{SR + b}
ω+(1− bb∗)−1{(1− b∗b)D lnα + SW − b∗(Db+ SW ∗)
−(SR + b)(a− a∗b∗)}
+ω−(1− bb∗)−1{Db+ SW ∗ − bSW − (SR + b)(a∗ − ab)}
Dω− = ω0α{b∗[SZ − cSR]− c}+ ω1α{1 + b∗SR}
+ω−(1− bb∗)−1{(1− bb∗)D lnα− (a∗ − ab)− bDb∗
+b∗[SW ∗ − bSW − SR(a∗ − ab)]}
ω+(1− bb∗)−1{Db∗ − (a− a∗b∗)
+b∗[SW − SW ∗b∗ − SR(a− a∗b∗)]}
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Dω1 = ω0{Dc+ TZ + aSZ − c(aSR + a∗ + TR)}+ ω1{aSR + a∗ + TR}
ω+(1− bb∗)−1α−1{TW + c+Da+ aSW
−b∗(Da∗ + aSW ∗ + TW ∗)− (aSR + a∗ + TR)(a− a∗b∗)}
ω−(1− bb∗)−1α−1{(Da∗ + aSW ∗ + TW ∗)
−(a∗ − ab)(aSR + a∗ + TR)− b(TW + c+Da+ aSW )}
C. Dg = Gijω
i ⊗ ωj
The calculation of the Gij, defined by Dg = Gijω
i ⊗ ωj begins with
Dωi = Aijω
j
and
g = ηijω
i ⊗ ωj,
Dg = ηijDω
i ⊗ ωj + ηijωi ⊗Dωj = {ηjkAki + ηikAkj}ωi ⊗ ωj ≡ Gijωi ⊗ ωj.
Then, by direct substitution, we have
Dg(xa, s, s∗) = 2(A0+ − A−1 )ω(+ ⊗ ω1) + 2(A0− − A+1 )ω(− ⊗ ω1)
2A10ω
0 ⊗ ω0 + 2(A1+ − A−0 )ω(0 ⊗ ω+)
+2(A1
−
− A+0 )ω(0 ⊗ ω−) + 2A11ω(0 ⊗ ω1)
−2(A++ + A−−)ω(+ ⊗ ω−) − 2A+−ω− ⊗ ω− − 2A−+ω+ ⊗ ω+
with
Gij =
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
ij 0 + − 1
0 2A10 (A
1
+ − A−0 ) (A1− − A+0 ) A11
+ (A1+ − A−0 ) −2A−+ (A++ + A−−) (A0+ − A−1 )
− (A1
−
− A+0 ) (A++ + A−−) −2A+− (A0− − A+1 )
1 A11 (A
0
+ − A−1 ) (A0− − A+1 ) 0
∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥∥
.
and explicitly,
G11 = 0,
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G−1 = −b(1− bb∗)−1α−1 − α(SR + b),
G+1 = (1− bb∗)−1α−1 − α{1 + b∗SR},
G−− = −2(1− bb∗)−1{Db+ SW ∗ − bSW − (SR+ b)(a∗− ab)}+α(SR+ b),
G+− = (1− bb∗)−1{2(1− b∗b)D lnα + (1− bb∗)SW −D(bb∗)
−(SR + b)(a− a∗b∗)− (a∗ − ab)[1 + SRb∗]},
G++ = −2(1− bb∗)−1{Db∗− (a− a∗b∗)+ b∗[SW −SW ∗b∗−SR(a− a∗b∗)]},
G01 = (aSR + a
∗ + TR),
G0− = (1− bb∗)−1α−1{(Da∗ + aSW ∗ + TW ∗)− (a∗ − ab)(aSR + a∗ + TR)
−b(TW + c+Da+ aSW )} − α{SZ − c(SR + b)},
G0+ = (1− bb∗)−1α−1{TW + c +Da+ aSW − b∗(Da∗ + aSW ∗ + TW ∗)
−(aSR + a∗ + TR)(a− a∗b∗)} − α{b∗[SZ − cSR]− c},
G00 = 2{Dc+ TZ + aSZ − c(aSR + a∗ + TR)}.
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